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The fifth-generation Corolla marked a paradigm shift in Toyota history. It was the first sign that the old, rear-wheel-drive traditions would soon be wiped clean, replaced with newfangled ...
VIDEO: The 1984 Corolla marked a watershed moment in Toyota history
Production of each vehicle calls for a large number of manual processes, for which Toyota uses a specialist team. The factory design and the talents of the workforce allow for high-precision ...
NEW MODEL: Everything you need to know about the 2021 Toyota GR Yaris
Go for the Toyota-sourced powertrain and you get the option of a manual and automatic transmission, whereas the AMG-sourced motor exclusively receives a DCT gearbox. While the carmaker hasn’t ...
Lotus Unveils Its Final Petrol Engined Car, The Emira
Following a facelift in 2020, the top-of-the-line Luxury grade of the Toyota CH-R has received an aesthetic touch-up and safety upgrades. Detail changes include sequential turn indicators and a ...
Toyota gives its fashionista C-HR a touch-up
Dynamite comes in small packages, and no car expresses this adage better than the new Toyota GR Yaris ... both axles via a six-speed transmission (manual of course - this car is for purists).
Toyota’s rally-bred GR Yaris storms into Mzansi
That makes new cars pretty unaffordable for so many people, especially in today's supply-limited market. But, we have good news: there are affordable cars still on sale. For this list, we've chosen ...
Best affordable cars and SUVs for 2021
CAN the Cayman. Bin the Beemer. Scrap the Supra. Because this is the affordable(ish) sports car you really want. The £59k Lotus Emira. Hubba, hubba. Ten years ago I wouldn’t be delivering good ...
Lotus Emira is a light, low and wired supercar suitable for everyday use
With Bolero Neo, Mahindra will take on the key rivals like Maruti Suzuki Vitara Brezza, Kia Sonet, Renault Kiger, Tata Nexon, Nissan Magnite, Hyundai Venue, Ford Ecosport, and the Toyota Urban ...
Mahindra Bolero Neo teased ahead launch
Toyota's rough-and-tumble compact pickup features a 3.5-liter V6 engine hooked up to a six-speed manual or six-speed automatic transmission. A 2.7-liter four-cylinder engine is also available.
Toyota Tacoma
This is the Lotus Emira, the first brand-new series production Lotus in 12 years. It takes over from the Evora as the marque’s middle-ground sportscar alternative to faster Porsche Caymans and ...
This is the all?new Lotus Emira
While other subcompacts have become more pleasant and rewarding, the Toyota Yaris remains spartan and humdrum. Efficient fuel economy of 32 mpg overall keeps operating costs low, but that's the ...
Toyota Yaris
Premium versions have a Toyota-sourced 3.5-litre V6 engine mated to a six-speed manual or six-speed torque converter automatic transmissions. A digital cockpit and central touchscreen bring Lotus ...
Stunning new supercar is last of its kind
Toyota is planning on introducing the Hilux ... It comes with a single manual gearbox and a 2WD drivetrain, as opposed to the V-Cross’ 4WD drivetrain and automatic gearbox options.
Toyota Could Take The Isuzu D-Max Route And Offer Its Upcoming Pickup In Two Versions
The folks at iSeeCars, Kelley Blue Book, and Edmunds all consider the Toyota Tacoma one of the most durable, value-retaining trucks on the road. And a bonus: Used versions also have decent fuel ...
The most reliable trucks of all time
Toyota has launched a long-awaited new seven ... Access to the Kluger’s third row is simple and quick, operated by a manual lever. There are vents for all three rows and individual temperature ...
New Toyota Kluger Hybrid v Kia Sorento comparison review
That’s the magic number for the 2021 Toyota Camry Ascent hybrid ... the bent-six consigned to the history books. Instead, all Camrys are now powered by four-cylinder engines, with and without ...
2021 Toyota Camry Ascent Hybrid review
On the SE, it can be had with summer tires and the manual transmission, though Toyota built just 120 of the stick-shift models. Both the sedan and the hatch offer a good ride in a pleasant and wel ...
021 Toyota Corolla: Toyota bucks crossover craze with world’s most popular passenger car
Its estimated fuel economy figure is 23kpl. With a price tag of P2.354 million, the Prius shows that Toyota has a way with naming colors. The color choices are Emotional Red, Dark Blue Mica, Silver ...
Hybrid hatch tussle: Toyota Prius vs. Hyundai Ioniq Hybrid
Toyota has been an avid supporter of Safari ... at 1600-2800rpm when running through the automatic transmission. With a manual transmission, the torque output is capped at 420Nm at 1400-3400rpm.
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